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NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER
AND & EDITOR IN CHIEF
If you're reading this, there's a high
chance you believe in diversity,
inclusion, and the power of equity.
There are 62.1 million Latinx people in
the United States, and yet the inequities
in access to healthcare, education,
finance, and employment are far too
vast for me to explain on this page.
But precisely for those inequities is
why I founded The Cultura Media; our
mission is to promote sustainability
through valuable content to provide
equal access, promote factual and
research-based information, and
deliver innovative content to our
readers.

CONTACT
For sponsorships, partnerships, or
advertising inquiries contact us at:
WEB
EMAIL
SOCIAL

www.thecultura.org/contact-us
hola@thecultura.org
thecultura_

By making information accessible, we
are actively reducing the inequity gaps.
Here's how we create value: we publish
a digital and print quarterly magazine
in 4 core areas; education, health and
wellness, civic power, and financial
literacy. We partner with key experts in
their field to discuss these issues in a
culturally sensitive and culturally aware
way to engage our audience and
activate them towards making
sustainable solutions.
We invite you to partner with us. We
hope you find this media kit helpful
and discover remarkable ways to
collaborate to support our cultura.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?
We produce authentic, original, and innovative
content for many bilingual populations in the
United States and Mexico. Located just 15 miles
north of the US-Mexico border, we highlight
untold and often overlooked stories that add
invaluable richness to our society while
influencing our audience towards sustainability
(through finance, education, health and
wellness, and civic power).

THE CULTURA MEDIA INC.
MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of The Cultura
Media is to ensure marginalized
communities of color are
sustainable through language
inclusion, cultural awareness,
and cultural sensitivity in health,
education, civic power, and
financial literacy.

Founded in 2020, The Cultura
Inc. is a social enterprise based
in San Diego, California that
aims to amplify Latinx voices
and Spanish-speaking
communities by sharing
innovative, accessible and
culturally relevant information.

We are the only socially-driven media
enterprise in San Diego focused on producing
and publishing innovative content around the
needs and requests of our target audience. We
speak to Latina moms, families, and community
members and ask them directly what they need
to know but can't access an expert to discuss
their concerns. In the process, we engage in
conversations on the pain points where Latinos
are commonly excluded. As a result, we go
beyond just delivering information. We educate
partners on how to communicate with the
Latino community in an inclusive and culturally
sensitive way.

OUR PRESENCE
We have digital and print magazine
subscriptions nationwide and in Tijuana,
Mexico. Plus, you can find our print magazines
in the largest Latino populated states in the
nation including:
1. San Diego, CA
2. Los Angeles, CA
3. Phoenix, AZ
4. Santa Rosa, CA
5. Austin, TX
6. Boston, MA
7. Orlando, FL
8. Orange, CA

PARTNERSHIPS
30% of our partners sponsor campaigns & provide
information access to Latinx communities.
30% distribute our Cultura Magazine.
25% collaborate with us to create original, bilingual
PR content.
15% collaborate with us to create original
promotional content for DEI campaigns.
The Cultura Inc. is partnered with the following
organizations:
Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles
Yale Medicine
#Vacunate Ya
Community Cardiology Clinic
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
Chicano Federation of San Diego
Justice for Migrant Women
Citi Bank
San Diego Lawyers Association

TESTIMONIAL
"When access to false information is so easily accessible, we need reliable
sources of information. People from minority groups are more likely to receive
misinformation. As a result, the risk of severe side effects, including worsened
health outcomes, becomes higher than for people who belong to the majority
group.
It is extremely important to expand reliable sources of information. The
Cultura Media offers us reliability. Let's support them!"
Cardiologist, Sonia Ponce M.D
Community Cardiology Clinic
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OUR VALUES

1

CULTURAL RELEVANCE &
AWARENESS

Centered in the community, we focus on
amplifying unheard and ignored Latinx
voices and monolingual Spanish-speaking
immigrants. We create bilingual content
and ensure it’s not just literally translated
but culturally translated too. Whether we’re
working with clients or our users, we honor
the community’s needs through translating,
consulting, and creating accurate bilingual
content. We deliver resources, projects, and
programs in the utmost respectful and
culturally accurate way possible.

3

INNOVATION

2

We encourage and invite companies
to implement diverse and inclusive
practices into their business to
prevent institutionalized racism as
much as possible. It’s never enough to
provide information to our readers if
this information is ignoring cultural
relevance. This way, we can guarantee
the best quality and provide accurate
information to our readers and
clients.

ACCESSIBILITY

Our goal is to make crucial information as
accessible as possible so our audience can
obtain and maintain sustainable lives. The
mere existence of The Cultura Media is to
provide practical knowledge to our users
and help organizations create pathways for
their clients to access their services.

OUR PRINT MAGAZINE
The Cultura Revista is an all-Spanish magazine
that features professionals from across the
country that provide first-hand experience and
valuable information needed to create a culture
of self-advocacy for readers. The first copy of
The Cultura Revista launched in 2021, and was
distributed in California, Arizona and Texas.

ADVERTISE
The Cultura Revista offers several advertising options.
Ads are designed in-house at the request of our business clients.
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 2022
JANUARY- MARCH
I. CHAMBA Y DINERO ISSUE
FINANCIAL LITERACY
Close Date: November 1
Release Date: January 15

APRIL-JUNE
II. SPECIAL ISSUE
(THEME CHANGES ANNUALY)
Close Date: March 15
Release Date: June 15

JULY-AUGUST
III. SALUD Y BINEESTAR ISSUE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Close Date: July 15
Release Date: August 15

AUGUST-SEPTEMBER
IV. EDUCACION ISSUE
EDUCATION
Close Date: August 15
Release Date: September 15

OCTOBER- DECEMBER
V. CULTURA
CULTURE (ANNUAL THEME)
Close Date: October 15
Release Date: November 15

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 2022 CONTINUED
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN RELEASES DATES

January 17
MLK's Day
February 1-28
March 8
International Women's Day

June 1-30
LGBTQ+ Awareness Month

June 19
Juneteenth

Black History Month

March 31
Cesar Chavez' Day

June 12
Día del Niño

August 9
Indigenous People's day

September 15- October 15
Hispanic Heritage Month

December 8
Latina Equal Pay Day

October 10
Mental Health Day

December 10
Human Rights Day

December 18
International Migrant's Day
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BRAND HIGHLIGHTS

1

INFLUENCER COLLABORATIONS

We collaborated with influencer and education
advocate Benjamin Perez, also known as Perez
the Advisor, to release our Health and Wellness
Issue. Benjamin published a letter to his parents
expressing the hardships of a first-generation
college graduate son of immigrants and held an
IG live with The Cultura to discuss the
importance of language access. With his support,
we reached an audience of over 15k followers on
Instagram.

2

DEMAND FOR LATINX VOICES

Less than one year after The Cultura's
inauguration, we got invited to speak at the
Voces Disney Company panel as Keynote
speakers. We also featured on BeLatina News to
discuss the importance of cultural awareness,
cultural sensitivity, and representation in the
Media for Latinx Communities.

3

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

We've partnered with Sony Latin Music to
feature Emmy Award nominee artist Lupita
Infante and Billboard Top 100 Virlan Garcia to
highlight their achievements in a culturally
sensitive and culturally aware way.
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TARGET AUDIENCE

60/40

25-55

LATINOS

Women to Men Ratio

Age Group

First Generation &
Immigrant Families

IMPRESSIONS

499,269
Social Media Reach
in 2022

76,945
Our Channels

Total Engagement
2022

*Our Digital Statistics reflect our digital users and print magazine customers as of November 2022
*Latinos are the largest growing population in the United States as of 2022: Pew Research Center.

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

25+ years of experience
writing and translating
Spanish-English

Feature minority leaders
who are experts in their
fields to publish reliable
content

15+ years in Latinx
consumer marketing

Only truly binational
resource magazine for
multicultural lifestyles

10+ years in Diversity,
Equity, & Inclusion
consulting experience

Original content is
centered around 15+
years in human rights
copyrighting and policy
education

ADVERTISING RATES
FOUR-COLOR ADVERSING RATES
Issues in circulation:

Back Cover

$2,000

Full page

$1,500

2/3 page

$950

1/2 page

$750

1/3 page

$495

audience: 10,000

Cover 2

$1,850

Estimated digital

Cover 3

$1,850

reach: 116,551

Cover 4

$1,850

2,000 copies
Frequency: 4x per
year
Estimated print

Circulation includes the print and digital editions of the Magazine. If you wish The
Cultura Media to design your ad, add $100 to the advertising rates.
Qualified full-run advertisements will run in both editions. See MAGAZINE
ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS for additional information.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Magazine trim size:

7 7⁄8” x 10 1⁄2”

Maximum tonal density:

300% with only one solid

Binding method:

Saddle stitch and perfect bound*

Keep all crop marks and matter not intended to appear in printed ad 1⁄2” outside
of magazine trim size. Keep all live matter within the live area as indicated in
table. Type crossing the gutter should be positioned 1/16” from center fold on each
page to provide 1/8” total separation.
Rates reflect planning rates until finalized.
Magazine issued 4x with a 4-week close for space reservation.
No charge for bleed.
All information is subject to change.
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DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

BLEED

LIVE AREA

NON-BLEED

TRIM

Single page

8 1⁄8” x 10
3⁄4”

71⁄8” x 10”

71⁄8” x 10”

7 7⁄8” x 10 1⁄2”

Spread

16” x 10 3⁄4”

15” x 10”

15” x 10”

15 3⁄4” x 10
1⁄2”

1⁄2 Page
horizontal
spread

16” x 5 1⁄4”

15” x 4 1⁄2”

15” x 4 1⁄2”

15 3⁄4” ” x 5”

1⁄2 Page
horizontal

8 1⁄8” x 5 1⁄4”

71⁄8” x 4 1⁄2”

71⁄8” x 4 1⁄2”

7 7⁄8” x 5”

1⁄2 Page
vertical

4 1⁄8” x 10
3⁄4”

3 1⁄8” x 10”

3 1⁄8” x 10”

3 7⁄8” x 10
1⁄2”

1 - Column (1⁄3
vertical)

3” x 10 3⁄4”

2 ” x 10”

2 ” x 10”

2 3⁄4” x 10
1⁄2”

2 - Column
(2⁄3 vertical)

5 1⁄4” x 10
3⁄4”

4 1⁄4” x 10”

4 1⁄4” x 10”

5” x 10 1⁄2”

1⁄3 Page
horizontal
spread

16” x 3 7⁄8”

15” x 3 1⁄8”

15” x 3 1⁄8”

15 3⁄4” x 3
5⁄8”

1⁄3 Page
horizontal

8 1⁄8” x 3 7⁄8”

71⁄8” x 3 1⁄8”

71⁄8” x 3 1⁄8”

7 7⁄8” x 3 5⁄8”

*Bleed ads should be supplied at the bleed specs listed above and not at trim size.
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Format of Advertisement Materials Required for
Submission
WHAT TO EMAIL:
1 PDF/X-1a file sent via a Google Drive link emailed to hola@thcultura.org
InDesign or Illustrator files are not accepted.
Resolution: 2400 dpi for line work, between 200 and 400 dpi for images.
REQUIREMENTS:
File must be 100% size and no rotations in portrait layout.
Maximum digital image area of digital file must including crop/register
marks, legends and CMYK color patches:
Single page 11” x 17”
Spread 22” x 17”

If ad has a 5th color, embed 5th color in PDF/X-1a. Only digital proofs are used.

FOR DISTRIBUTION & ADVERTISING
INQUIRIES CONTACT
WEB
EMAIL
SOCIAL

www.thecultura.org/contact-us
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PARTNER WITH US
Advertise with us
Consult DE&I with us
Translate your resources
Create your PR campaign with us
Distribute the magazine in your area
Write for The Cultura Media
Promote your brand or product
Allow us to refer your business to our
users

SPONSOR THE CULTURA
MEDIA
Sponsor a magazine Issue
Donate to The Cultura Media
Sponsor a campaign (see page 7)
Co-host an event
Pledge to our cause
Sponsor featured content & events

FOR DISTRIBUTION &
ADVERTISING INQUIRIES
CONTACT
WEB
EMAIL
SOCIAL
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